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        Meet our executive leadership
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            Anatoly Berdnikov
          
 
            Chief executive officer
          
 
            Shared responsible decisions, managing project managers, ensuring that the company's actions comply with the criteria and norms of external stakeholders
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            Dmitriy Stepanov
          
 
            Chief technical officer
          
 
            Responsible for the development of new services or products, setting goals and objectives, assigning missions to developers
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            Petru Bantis
          
 
            Chief software architect
          
 
            Architectural solutions, technical implementation of business tasks, development team management, strategic planning
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            Sergey Salarev
          
 
            Project manager
          
 
            Project support, coordination of deadlines and requirements, project team management, documentation. Gathers a ton of information, sifts it and transfers it to the team in the form of an understandable technical task
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            Margarita Ignatova
          
 
            Chief financial officer
          
 
            Engaged in strategic planning, information systems management, cost control and reporting. Also participates in tax planning, including optimizing taxation, and establishing internal control in the company
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            Nikita Veremeev
          
 
            Chief listening officer
          
 
            Advising the company's management on various legal issues for making effective business decisions, representing and protecting the interests of the company, developing corporate documentation
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            Ksenia Egorova
          
 
            Marketing Director
          
 
            Brand promotion, digital marketing, updating and publishing materials on social networks. Creation of conditions for the successful launch of marketing campaigns. Implementation of the SMM strategy.
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            Vitaliy Meerovich
          
 
            Backend Developer, Technical Lead
          
 
            Project leading technical specialist. Responsible for project architecture, coordinates the team of developers
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            Kirill Baydakov
          
 
            UX/UI Designer
          
 
            -------
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            Ihor Tymarsha
          
 
            Mobile Developer, Technical Lead
          
 
            Lead Decimal mobile developer and coordinator
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        your coin is liquid, simple and understandable
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